Introduction
The results of this paper center around the definition of an integration process for multi-valued set functions which are defined over a c-field 5D? and whose values lie in a convex linear topological space £. As such they represent a substantial generalization of the basic results contained in a paper by A. Kolmogoroff [7] (1), who considered the case in which £ is the real numbers. On the other hand, the method of defining the integral is a generalization of that used by R. S. Phillips (2) [12, p. 118] , although Phillips considered integration only with respect to a positive numerical measure function and restricted the integral to be single-valued.
The importance of the Phillips definition lies in the fact that it relieves one of the necessity of considering infinite sums. Throughout the paper is emphasized a type of convergence for sets in a linear topological space which is analogous to the Hausdorff notion of convergence for sets in a metric space [5, §28] . G. B. Price has made a similar use of the Hausdorff convergence for sets [13, Parts II, V] .
The contents of the paper are divided into four parts. Part I ( § §1-3) contains a short discussion of convex linear topological spaces, a definition of the notion of unconditional summability, which plays a central role in the definition of the integral, and two theorems on additive set functions.
Part II ( § §4-9) contains the general theory of the V-and S U-integrals.
The TJ-integral is multi-valued and is defined for multi-valued set functions F(a). The S TJ-integral is the single-valued specialization of the TJ-integral. Definitions and basic properties of these integrals account for § §4, 5. Section 6 contains a discussion of a generalization of the Kolmogoroff [7] notion of differential equivalence applied to the U-integral, and §7 contains a proof that the transform of an integrable function by a general type of linear transformation is integrable.
In §8 it is shown that the definition of the S U-integral can be weakened in case 3E is complete in a certain sense. Section 9 contains a convergence theorem for the S TJ-integral which involves a generalization of the notion of approximate convergence to functions F(a) of the type considered here. The approximate convergence is relative to a positive numerical measure function m(cr) whose only relation to the integral lies in the condition that the integrals of the functions considered be absolutely continuous relative to m(a). Part III ( § §10-13) is concerned with the Us-integral which is a specialization of the S U-integral and may be described as integration with respect to a "bilinear" function. The "bilinear" function B[y, a] is a generalization of m(a)y, where m{a) is a numerical measure function. It has its values in 36 and is defined for y in a linear space $T) and a in the <7-field 9Ji\ It is linear in y for each a and completely additive in a for each y. Functions y(cr) to be integrated have their values in §) while the value of the integral is in 36. Section 10 contains a definition of the U^-integral and a discussion of its fundamental properties. In §11 the TJ^-integral is considered for the case in which 36 is complete in the sense of §8. Section 12 contains a discussion of absolute continuity and a convergence theorem for the Us-integral. In §13 the existence of the U^-integral is proved for a certain class of measurable functions. Part IV ( § §14-16) relates the above integrals to previously defined integrals. For the case in which 36 is the real numbers, the S U-integral includes an integral of Kolmogoroff [7] . The U^-integral reduces in a special case to an integral of Phillips [12] , and a specialization of the Us-integral includes an integral of Price [13] . Relation of the UB-integral to the various other integrals which have been defined can be obtained through its relation to the Phillips integral (see [12, §7] ).
Part I. Preliminary considerations 1 . Convex linear topological spaces. The type of linear topological space 36 to be considered here is that introduced by J. von Neumann [11, p. 4] . It is defined as follows:
A set 36 of elements x is said to constitute a linear topological space provided it is linear(3) (Banach [l, p. 26] ) and provided it contains a family U of subsets such that (1) 0E V for every FEU. (6) xE36 and FEU imply the existence of a such that xE«F.
Also, 36 is said to be convex provided (7) FEU implies V+ FC2 V.
(3) Scalar multipliers are assumed real. The zero element will be denoted by 8. (4) The symbols E> f\ denote, respectively, set-theoretic "included in," "intersection" and "union," and will be used with their usual variations throughout the paper. A(~\CB denotes the set of points contained in A but not in B.
(s) Vi + V2 = {xy\-Xi I xiG V\, V2}, where {x\ P} denotes the set of all elements x subject to the condition P. Similarly, aV= {ax\xG V\.
[ introduced by Kolmogoroff [8, p. 29] . In all that follows X will be assumed to be a convex linear topological space as above defined. An important consequence of the convexity of the space £ is that the closure Vci of every FEU is a convex set; that is, C0Vci=Vci, where C0X-{XXi««'*«'I*iG^> «t^0, 2J&.-itanm*i, n arbitrary}.
This implies that XXi^Uw = (Z"=ia>) Vci for arbitrary ai = 0. Another important consequence of the convexity of 3£ is that 0<a<ß implies aVci(ZßV for every FEU. In much of the material which follows, the assumption that £ is convex could be avoided; however computation is greatly simplified by using it and some of the important theorems (for example, Theorems 3.1, 5.5, 9.5) seem to involve it rather deeply.
It will be desirable later (6) to subject I to a completeness condition which we introduce here. It is convenient to define the condition in terms of the Moore-Smith [10, p. 103] general limits notion on a class £ with a transitive compositive relation R on A set {xi} of elements in 3£, where / ranges over "£, is called an J^jdirected set. \xi\ is called a fundamental ^-directed set provided, for every FEU, there exists lv such that URlv (* = 1, 2) implies xi,-X;2E F. The space I is said to be complete relative to £ provided every fundamental ^-directed set converges (in the Moore-Smith sense) to an element of X. We will be interested in two important specializations of this completeness notion, for example, the case where »£is the set of positive integers and R is the usual order relation ">," which gives the ordinary sequential completeness, and the case where is the family of neighborhoods U and R is the set-theoretic "included in" (that is, V1RV2 means FiC F2) (7) . It is easy to prove that, if £ satisfies the first countability axiom (Hausdorff [5, p. 229] ) and is sequentially complete, then it is complete relative to U. It follows that, if I is a Banach space with its norm topology (that is, U is the family of spheres with center 9), then 3E is complete relative to U.
2. Unconditional summability.
In the following, tt will always denote a finite set of positive integers and 7ti^tt2 will mean that 7Ti contains 7r2. Also, 2~2x will mean summation over those «Et-Two subsets X, Y of X are said to be equal within V provided X(Z F+ V and FCA^+ V. 
The space X may be said to be complete provided it is complete relative to every J\ This condition can be shown to be equivalent to simply completeness relative to TJ (see Graves [4,  
p. 62]).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.1. Definition.
Two sequences {Xn}, {Xü } of subsets of I are said to be summably equal within V provided there exists a wo such that ir=-ir0 implies are equal within V.
Definition.
A sequence {X"} of subsets of 3E is said to be unconditionally summable (we write u.s.) to a set X with respect to V provided there exists 7r0 such that 7t =ir0 implies X, £,Xn are equal within V.
Observe(8) that {Xn} is u.s. to a single element xGH with respect to V provided there exists 7r0 such that 7r -ire implies + {Z»-^» -x} (Z.V. This special case of the above notion of unconditional summability was used by R. S. Phillips [12, p. 118] . Observe also that, if each of the sets Xn, X consists of only a single element, then u.s. of {Xn} to X with respect to every FGD reduces to the ordinary unconditional convergence.
Theorem.
In order that {Xn} be u.s. to X with respect to V it is both necessary and sufficient that, for every rearrangement n(k) of the sets X", there exists ko for which k}zko implies X, 2=1J" (,) are equal within V. Suppose(n) the theorem not true; then there exists a V(EV and a sequence of elements ctaGSDc such that lim"^M m(U"="<rt) =0 and such that (12) it is clear that /(<n) =/(<r?) + /(Ur_.1(<ri r\ <r»)). But /(<rx) = *i(*(ai)) = ||x(o?)||v > 2; therefore, /(a?) = x1(x(<r°1))>l. Since | ^(tr?)) | g||jc(<r?)||F, we have ||x(<j?)||y > 1. Moreover, <T°r^o-n = 0 for all n = n\. Repeating the above procedure on the sequence <rnj, <7"1+i, • • • one obtains a ffjjCon, an<^ an W2 sucn that (rj}P,t7" = 0 for n = n2 and ||x(o-2)||y > 1. This process can be continued indefinitely to obtain a sequence {cr"} of disjoint elements of 93? such that ||je(«r|j)||y >1 for all n. But this result obviously contradicts the assumption that x(<r) be completely adtive; therefore x(a) is absolutely continuous relative to m(o~).
Let each of the functions x"(a) be additive and absolutely continuous relative to m(a). Then, if \xn(a)} is a fundamental sequence for each a, the xn(ff) are equi-absolutely continuous relative to m(<r).
A proof indentical with that which gives Theorem 6.1 of the Phillips paper [12, p. 125] applies here; so will be omitted. The method of proof is due to Saks [14] .
Part II. The general theory 4. Definitions of the V-and S U-integrals. Let 93? denote, as before, a cr-field of subsets of an abstract set M. A subdivision of M into a finite or denumerable number of disjoint elements of 93? will be denoted by A= {<rt }, where M = Uffi and <TiC\a3 = 0 (ir*j). A1 is said to be finer than A2 provided, for every cr<, there exists a <rn. such that a\^o\.; we write A1 = A2. The product of two subdivisions is a subdivision defined by A1A2= {<rJfVj}. Evidently the product of two subdivisions is finer than either one of the subdivisions. LetAo= {ffk} be a given fixed subdivision and A* (k = l,2, ■ ■ • ) an arbitrary sequence of subdivisions; then the subdivision A which coincides with A* on the set er*, (k = 1, 2, • ■ • ) is called the sum of the A* over Ao.
The functions F(<r) to be studied are multi-valued and are defined over(M) 93? (that is, excluding the empty set) with values in £. Let A = {o-<} be an arbitrary subdivision of M; we denote the sequence of sets { F(o-P\<r,)} by the symbol J{F, a, A).
The function F(cr) is said to be V-integrable over a0 provided there is a set I(F, o-0)C£ suc^ that, for every FGU, there exists Ayff0/or which AS^Ay"0 implies J(F, o-0, A) is u.s. to I(F, cr0) with respect to V. The closured) of the set I(F, crQ) will be called the V-integral of F{a) over o0, and we write I(F, o-0)ci = f<,0F(d<r). Furthermore, if fc<>F(da) consists of a single element, then F(a) is said to be S V-integrable over aa.
If F(er) is V-integrable on a0, then f"0F(d<r) is unique.
Suppose F(a) U-integrable to each of the sets Ii(F, <r0), I2(F, o-0). Then it is immediate from the definition that, for every VEV, there exists a Ay"0 such that J(F, cr0, A) is u.s. to both Ii(F, cr0) and I2(F, o-0) with respect to F for A=Ava0; that is, if A= {er,-}, then there exists wo such that 7r^7ro implies 2~l*F(cr<,r^\Oi), Im(F, cto) are equal within V (m = 1, 2). It follows immediately from this result that I\{F, o"o), Ii{F, <r0) are equal within 2V. Therefore,
Observe that, if F(ar\cro) =6 for every a, then F(a) isS TJ-integrable on cr0
to the value 6. 5. Properties of the integrals(16).
Theorem. If F(a), G(cr) are V-integrable on a0 and a is any real number, then aF{<r), F(a)-\-G(a) are V-integrable on <ro and
If a = 0, the statement for aF(cr) is obvious, and, if a9*0, the desired result is a consequence of the fact that, if J(F, <r0, A) is u.s. to I{F, o~o) with respect to V, then J(aF, ao, A) is u.s. to aI(F, cr0) with respect to aV.
In the case of F{a) +G(cr), we observe that, for arbitrary VG.V, there exists a Ar<,0 such that, if A-AVc0, then J(F, a0, A), J(G, o*o, A) are, respectively, u.s. to Ja^Fida), f<,0G(da) with respect to V. From this it is immediate that J(F+G, (T0, A) is u.s. to f"0F(da)-\-fc<lG(da) with respect to 2F. Since V is arbitrary, the desired result follows. over the subdivision \o~k\ (see §4 above) and set A0=AiAy. Evidently on the set crk the subdivision A0 is finer than the subdivision A jr. Therefore J(F, ak, A0) is u.s. to f"kF(do-) with respect to 2_*_1F. If A0= {o,}, then there exists wq such that t = tt0 implies the equality of Et^V«')' jMF{da) within F/2. Set «jr = max {n\anr\\JToo-i9*0}
; then, for an arbitrary (but fixed) n = nv, there exists a 7T" such that Trn = ir0, fc£7r", l>n imply o-'fV, = 0 and E F{ck r\ <r<) C f F(da) 4-2~k~W, f F(da) C E F(<rk C\ <r.) 4-2~k~W, iS *n J ak J ak i£ i"
for k = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n. It is obvious that (17) E E F(<r*r.ffi) = E F(ffi);
A=l r£ rrn irn therefore,
Is ft=l »r er* A=l »r ak I, Now, since xn^7r0 we have immediately that
where n^ny is arbitrary. This argument does not depend on the order in which the sets ak are taken; therefore the desired result follows from Theorem 2.3. The proofs of the next two theorems are not difficult and will be omitted.
Theorem.
Any function F(cr) defined over 93? which is completely additive in the sense of Theorem 5.5 is V-integrable on every a and F(cr)ci = f"F(da).
If F(cr), G(o) are V-integrable on a0 and if there exists A^such that' {ffi} =A-A0 implies the existence of tt\ such that, for tt^tta, it is true that In view of the preceding results, one can characterize the (indefinite) TJ-integral in terms of differential equivalence.
In order that a function 1(a) be the (indefinite) V-integral of a given function F(a), it is both necessary and sufficient that it be closed (that is, 1(a) = I(cr)ci), completely additive in the sense of Theorem 5.5 and d.e. to F(cr) on each a. 6.6. Corollary.
In order that a single-valued function 1(a) be the (indefinite) S V-integral of a given function F(a), it is both necessary and sufficient that it be completely additive in the ordinary sense and d.e. to F(cr) on each a.
Transformation
of an integrable function. We now introduce a general type of linear transformation T(X) defined on subsets of I and whose values are sets in a similar space
The topology on $ will be given by the system of sets V individual elements of which will be denoted by U. T(X) will be subject to the following three conditions:
(1) XiCX* implies T(X,)CT(X2).
(2) T(X) is linear, that is, T(a1Xx-\-a2Xi) =a1T(X1) +a2T(Xi). The class of transformations described above contains as a special case the ordinary linear continuous point transformations T(x) on X to g), where T(X)= {T(x) I x(E.X]. It also contains the operation of forming the convex C0X of a set X and the operation of forming the "generalized convex" C*(X) of a set using the bounded generalized convex operators of G. B. Price [13, p. 7] . Observe that in these last two instances X = g) and the transformations have the additional property of leaving individual points invariant.
Theorem.
If F(cr) is V-integrable on a0, then the function T(F(a)) is V-integrable on a0 and f,^T(F(da)) = T[fa"F(da) ]ci.
Since T(X) is continuous, for arbitrary E/£ V there exists Vu(E.V such that T(VV)(Z.U. Also, since F(a) is TJ-integrable on cr0, there exists Au such that, if {<Ti} =A=AUt then there exists tta for which tt = tta implies E F(<r0 H er,) C f F(» + VUt f F{da) C E ^ (<r0 A «0 + Vv.
Application of T" to these relations and use of (1), (2) give E T{F{<yür\ ad) CT^J F(d<r)j + U, F(dc) C E r(^(ffo a «7,)) + £r.
Therefore J(T(F), cr0, A) is u.s. to T[f"0F(dcr)] with respect to U, which completes the proof.
Corollary. If F(a) is S V-integrable on <r0, then{™) T(F(a)
) is S Uintegrable on cr0 and Jar>F(T{da)) = T[faoF(da) ].
Corollary.
If £ = §) awd single elements are invariant under T, then S V-integrability of F(cr) implies that of T(F(cr)) and to the same value; that is, faoT(F(da))=fcoF(da).
8. The S TJ-integral in a complete space. It will be recalled that the definition of the V-and S U-integrals (Definition 4.1) involves an assumption concerning the existence of the value of the integral in the space. This is, in part, necessitated by a lack of completeness in the space £. It is the purpose of this section to show that the existence assumption can be dropped in the case of theS TJ-integral provided the space 96 is complete relative to V (see §1 above).
Definition.
The function F(a) is said to be conditionally S V-integrable on a0 if, for every VEV, there exists a Av<,0 so that \a{} =Ai -Av"" implies the existence of independent 7r(A') (j = 1, 2) for which it is true that Eri^VoAoj) -2Zx2F(a0r\o-2)CV whenever irj = ir(A>) (j=l, 2).
Theorem.
If F{a) is S V-integrable on tr0, then F(a) is conditionally S V-integrable on a0-
If ■£ is complete relative to V and F{a) is conditionally S V-integrable on a0, then F{a) is S V-integrable on aQ. toxr with respect to Vfor every A >: Af"0. We now prove that {xv} is a fundamental U-directed set.
Let FGU be arbitrary and consider any pair of elements V\, F2GTJ such that ViC V/2 (* = 1, 2). For A^AF,"Ar!t, we have that J(F, <r0, A) is u.s. to Xy, with respect to V\ and to Xv-2 with respect to Vt. It follows directly from this result that Xkj-XfjG Fi+F2C F and, hence, that {xv} is a fundamental TJ-directed set. Let x0 be the limit of this set. It remains to show that F(cr) is S U-integrable on a0 to the value x0.
For arbitrary FGU first chose F0CF/2 such that F'CF0 implies + {xv>-Xo} GF/2 and then choose Av"", according to Definition 8.1. Then, if A 2;AFo<ro, J(F, (To, A) is u.s. toxv" with respect to F0. But + {xy0 -x0} £ F/2; therefore J(F, <r0, A) is u.s. to Xo with respect to F; that is, F(a) isS U-integrable on o-0 to the value Xq.
The proof of the following lemma, though not difficult, is somewhat long; so will be omitted.
Lemma. Conditional S D-integr ability on M implies conditional S Vintegrability on every a.

Combining Lemma 8.4 with Theorem 8.3 we have 8.5. Theorem(19).
If 3c is complete relative to V and F(a) is conditionally S V-integrable on M, then F{a) is S V-integrable on every a. 9. A convergence theorem for the S LMntegral. We consider only the S U-integral in this section and restrict attention to integrable functions F(er) for which f"F(dcr) is absolutely continuous relative to a given, positive, completely additive measure function m(a). In view of Theorem 3.1, we could replace the above restriction by the stronger condition that w(cr)=0 imply F(a)=6.
The following definition gives a generalization of the notion of approximate convergence(20) to functions F(a) of the type being considered here. It is also a generalization of a much stronger type of convergence used by Kolmogoroff [7, p. 665].
Definition.
A sequence of functions {F"(<r)} is said to converge approximately to F(cr) relative to m(a) provided, for every integer n and FGU, there exists a a(n, F)£9Jl and a subdivision Anv such that, for each V, aQMr\Ca(n, V). It follows immediately that 2~l*Fn(<rr\Oi), 2~2*F(ar\ai) are equal within V for arbitrary it and aC.MC\Ca{n, V). We thus obtain a result which is somewhat stronger than summable equality.
The proof of the next theorem will be omitted, since it is essentially contained in the first part of the proof of Theorem 9.5 below.
Theorem.
Let Fn(a) be S V-integrable on every a and let fcFn(da) be absolutely continuous relative to m{a) (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). Then, if Fn(a) converges approximately to Fo(cr) relative to m(a), the following are equivalent:
(i) lim,,..,«, J\Fn(da) = f"F0(da) uniformly in a.
(ii) J,Fn{da) are equi-absolutely continuous relative to m{a).
Definition.
The function F{a) is said to be $> V-integrable uniformly in a provided F(a) is S V-integrable on every a and, for each V(EV, there exists Av independent of a such that, if A -Av, then J{F, a, A) is u.s. to f,F(da) with respect to V uniformly in a.
9.4. Lemma. Let F(<r) be S V-integrable uniformly in a and let <r0 be such that + f<,nc<,F(da) £ Vfor all a. Then there exists Av such that {a, j =A =AV implies +53»'-^VoAo-t) C2 Vfor arbitrary it'.
From the definition of uniform S U-integrability, there exists Av such that {<r,} =A-AV implies that J(F, a, A) is u.s. to faF{da) with respect to V uniformly in <r, that is, there exists 7Ta independent of a such that, if tt-tta, Now let it' be arbitrary and set cr=o-0n(LL'O-,), 7r = 7r'W7rA in (1). Since i fart'tiFida) £ V for all a, this completes the proof.
Theorem.
Let 3c be sequentially complete, Fn(a) S V-integrable uniformly in a, and f"Fn(da) absolutely continuous relative to m{a) («=1,2, ■ ■ • )• Then, if { F"(<r)} converges approximately to F(a) relative to m(a), the following are equivalent:
(i) F(er) isS V-integrable uniformly in a and lim,,..«, f"Fn{da) = f"F{da) uniformly in a.
(ii) limnf"F"(da) exists for every a. (iii) fcFn(da) are equi-absolutely continuous relative to m(a).
That (i) implies (ii) is trivial and (ii) implies (iii) by Theorem 3.2. We prove that (iii) implies (i).
(1) This result holds for arbitrary « = 2, a, it' and {crf} =A-An.
Now define A1 such that A =Al implies J(F, a, A) u.s. to f"Fi(da) with respect to 2_4F uniformly in a, and let Av be the sum of the subdivisions A" The functions y(a) to be considered in this part will be multi-valued and defined on 9JJ to §). They will be subject without exception to the restriction that <riC<72 shall imply y(a\)cZy{a2). Such functions are described as contractive^).
If A={<r,} is an arbitrary subdivision, the sequence of sets {B [y(o(~\ai), o-fVi]} will be denoted by the symbol Jß(y, a, A).
10.1. Definition. y(a) is said to be Vs-integrable on <r0 provided there exists an element In(y, o-0)G36 such that, for every KG11, there exists a A,"v for which Jß(y, a0, A"0y) is u.s. to Iß(y, a0) with respect to V. Iß(y, &o) is the value of the integral and we write Iß(y, a0) = fa0B[y, da]. Now let ji be some particular element of Yi\ then from condition B3 it is evident that there exists a ir0 such that Tri=wo implies (3) + E^iy,-, u <r-l G F. 
Investigation
of the form in which the basic properties of the SU-integral appear in the special case of the TJs-integral will be left to the reader.
The following lemma is in preparation for the proof that L-b-integrability of y{a) for every a implies S U-integrability of F(a) uniformly in a. (2) E n o~i), a n *<] -£ üb («rn.ro, * n <r,] c ßV. 
Throughout
this and the following section we assume a topology(26) on the space given by the system of neighborhoods V individual elements of which will be denoted by U. Also B [y, a] will be subject to the following condition in addition to B1-B4. The sequence of functions {yn(a)\ is said to converge approximately (27) to y(a) relative to m(a) provided, for every n, U, there exists a(n, U) such that \imn^m(a(n, U))=0foreach U' and foraQMr\Ca(n, U) it is true that the sets yn(a), y(a) are equal within U. Let 3£ be complete relative to 1) and let y(a) be B-summable, almost separable (B) and measurable (3J?) on the set Mf^Coo, where ao is the set of B-measure zero such that y{MC\Caa) is separable. Then y(a) is V b-integrable on each a.
It may as well be assumed at the outset that y(a) is separable. Also, in view of Theorem 11.3, it will be sufficient to prove y(cr) conditionally TJs-integrable on M.
Let VGV be arbitrary and choose UvGV so that B [ Uv, a] C V/ß for all a. Then, for arbitrary disjoint cr,-, it follows by condition B4 that
Since y{a) is measurable (9)c) there exists cr°G9)c such that y(cr°) Cyn + U' and M=U"=1(t°, where {y"} is the separating sequence for y(if) and £/'£ V is chosen so that +2U''(ZU.
Let Av be the subdivision given by Definition 13.2 and choose {cr;} =Av = Av such that each cr,-is contained in one of the sets a°. Observe that y(<7i) -y(<r;) C Uv for every i. 16. The Price integral. Consider the special "bilinear" function r(a)x, where x is an element of a Banach space 3c with its norm topology of spheres having center 6 and where r(a) is a linear continuous transformation of 3c into itself. r{a)x means the result of transforming x by r(cr). G. B. Price has (31) One integral notion is said to include a second provided every function integrable according to the second notion is also integrable according to the first and to the same value.
[November defined an integral for this situation by first subjecting t(o) to the following conditions(32) [13, properties (8 .1)-(8.3) ].
Tl. If t(ct) is the identically zero transformation, then a'C^a implies that r(a') is also identically zero.
T2. If t(o) is not the identically zero transformation, then it has a continuous inverse r~1(a).
T3. For every sequence {an} of disjoint elements of W, r(U<r") =/.t(<t«). where the series is unconditionally convergent according to the norm topology in the space of transformations.
T4. The generalized convex operator C* generated by r{a) is bounded [13, pp. [7] [8] [9] [10] . The bound will be denoted by ß'.
16.1. Theorem. If r(a) satisfies T1-T4, then the "bilinear" function B[x, a\=r(a)x satisfies conditions B1-B5 (including uniform complete additivity). Therefore the entire theory of the VB-integral applies.
All of the conditions are obviously satisfied except B4 for which we make the following proof.
Let XiC%, Oi = U"L1oJi, cr/V,-= 0 tr?fV-=0 
